Required reserves on banks' deposit liabilities have been utilized by both industrial and developing countries to discourage and sterilize international capital flows. In this paper we utilize an open economy macro model incorporating bank credit to evaluate this policy. The model suggests that high levels of reserve requirements are a perverse policy tool in that they amplify the effects of foreign monetary shocks, but changes in reserve requirements can insulate a repressed financial market from international financial shocks. The model also suggests that traditional measures of capital mobility such as interest parity conditions or the scale of gross private capital flows are of no value in assessing the openness of repressed financial systems.
I. Introduction
The resurgence in private international capital flows to and from emerging markets since 1989 has raised important questions for economic management. Liberalization of both domestic financial markets and reduction in barriers to international capital flows have called into question the compatibility of fixed, or highly managed, exchange rates and independent monetary policies. For many developing countries the welfare implications of sequencing of reforms in domestic and international financial markets has also been an important issue.
The scale of private capital inflows to emerging markets in Asia and Latin America has been similar but the economic effects on the recipient countries has not been nearly as uniform. In some cases private capital inflows fueled consumption and investment booms and had an immediate impact on real exchange rates, imports and the trade balance. The recent crisis in the Mexican financial system and the sharp downturn in investment and economic growth has again focused attention on the appropriate policy response to capital flows.
It seems clear in retrospect that the "problems" associated with international capital movements spring from the aggregate spending decisions financed by injections of net foreign savings. Since domestic financial intermediaries often dominate the allocation of credit in emerging markets a more careful evaluation of the economics of financial intermediation in different countries might hold the key for understanding the very different effects of capital flows. An interesting policy issue has been renewed interest in direct controls over capital movements motivated in part by doubts about the ability of domestic financial intermediaries to efficiently allocate net foreign savings. Dooley, Frankel and Mathieson (1987) conjectured that incomplete arbitrage within national financial markets might account for the fact that nonfinancial developments in some countries appear to be insulated from international capital markets even though domestic markets for a narrow class of financial assets are tied to similar foreign markets through interest arbitrage.
"If by capital mobility one means that the tendency of investors to equalize expected rates of return on a subset of liquid, short-term, default free, assets denominated in different currencies or issued by residents of different countries, then there is little doubt that capital is mobile among the major industrial countries. This definition of capital mobility, however is of limited value. It is analogous to measuring the degree of integration of international goods markets by noting that prices (measured in a common currency) are equalized for a subset of goods. There certainly are many agricultural and mineral commodities for which this condition holds quite strictly. It is clear, however, that this condition tells us nothing about the tendency of prices of goods in general to be equalized across countries. In fact, this more interesting purchasing-power-parity measure of "goods mobility" has failed to hold in recent years. The key to this more general condition is that within countries the relative prices of goods change by substantial amounts and with no apparent tendency to return to their original levels." pp. More recently Fry (1993) and Claassen (1993) have argued that poorly developed and highly regulated domestic financial markets in some Asian developing countries explains their ability to "sterilize" capital inflows. The purpose of this paper is to develop a formal model for this conjecture and to begin to confront the data to see if some countries in Asia might fit the model.
The model developed below suggests that in the presence of financial repression conventional tests of capital mobility do not measure the exposure of the economy to shocks from international credit markets. In repressed systems constraints on foreign borrowing by nonfinancial firms, either because of regulatory, institutional barriers, or information asymmetries, imply that the management of reserve requirements can be "effective" in insulating the domestic economy from external financial shocks even in cases where "large" private capital flows insure that covered yields on domestic bank deposit rates are equal to foreign interest rates. The assumption that drives the results is that nonbank residents are unable to bypass the domestic bank loan market. The existence of such barriers, and their implications, is the empirical issue we take up.
The model shows that under plausible assumptions reserve requirements are "effective" in distorting domestic lending rates and spending decisions. The distortion, however, is not the one that policy makers may have in mind. The interesting result is that high fixed levels of reserve requirements magnify the effects of a change in foreign interest rates both on the magnitude of private capital flows and on the domestic interest rates most likely to influence spending decisions of residents. Thus, high reserve requirements do not provide "insulation" from changes in international interest rates 1 . Nevertheless, changes 1
It is sometimes argued that high reserve requirements provide liquidity to the domestic banking system in the event of a capital outflow. Our model suggests that high reserve requirements in the level of reserve requirements can completely insulate domestic spending decisions from the effects of changes in foreign interest rates. This is the case even though the magnitude of private capital flows are further magnified by change in reserve ratios. In short, neither the traditional measures of covered interest differentials nor the magnitude of private capital flows is a useful measure of the sensitivity of the economy to foreign monetary shocks. In this sense, the use of the terms open and insulated as antonyms is a tricky enterprise. The economies we examine are clearly open to capital inflows; however, the macroeconomic effects of these inflows can be muted by reserve policies, thus illustrating the surprising results we obtain.
II. Money and Credit Transmission Mechanisms
In this section we explore the implications of distortions in domestic credit markets. In a very broad sense we are interested in the "degree of capital mobility" that links the economies of emerging markets with the rest of the world. However, it is argued below that the conventional tests of capital market integration may not be informative in evaluating economic interdependence among countries with very different domestic financial markets.
II.A. The transmission mechanism
The standard model that motivates econometric tests of interdependence is based on a model of the transmission mechanism for monetary policy that emphasizes the demand for and the supply of banks' monetary liabilities. This emphasis appears to be justified for industrial countries but it is argued below that the institutional arrangements that make this approach natural in industrial countries may be entirely absent in some of the emerging markets that are of interest in this paper. For these countries a transmission mechanism that emphasizes the demand for and supply of bank credit may be more useful in evaluating interdependence. Frankel (1994) argues that the traditional model does offer a coherent explanation for the ability of some countries to "sterilize" the effects of capital inflows on the domestic money supply. Countries that sterilize successfully are defined as those in which money demand and spending decisions are little affected by changes in short-term interest rates. In the magnify capital inflows and outflows equally.
The effect of changes in foreign interest rates on other important economic variables is independent of the scale of gross capital flows.
traditional Mundell-Fleming model this is summarized by inelastic IS and LM curves. It follows from this model that changes in foreign interest rates will have limited influence on the central bank's control of the domestic money supply even if the domestic interest rate is tied to the foreign rate.
An obvious feature of this framework is that monetary policy is summarized by the market clearing conditions for money which depends, in turn, on a representative interest-bearing financial asset. It is recognized that there are many interest rates in the economy, but differences in the term to maturity structure are easily explained by the term structure in international markets, while differentials due to risk return tradeoffs, taxes, and other institutional features may be substantial but are not sensitive to the policy tools available to the authorities.
Our conjecture is that these are valid assumptions for the industrial countries, and for developing countries in which domestic banks are easily bypassed through capital flight and the activities of nonbank financial intermediaries. In these financial markets, integration of the market for short-term traded assets such as bank deposits or government securities is sufficient to insure that, with fixed exchange rates, monetary policy actions in industrial countries are quickly transmitted to all important financial markets, and in turn, to goods markets. Moreover, the institutional structure of domestic financial markets in these countries suggests that the transmission mechanism for monetary policy involves the demand for banks' monetary liabilities and the opportunity cost of holding money. Not surprisingly, this is the transmission mechanism modeled in the standard Mundell-Fleming framework.
For emerging markets with much less developed domestic financial markets, but markets that residents cannot easily bypass, this might be an incomplete model for the transmission mechanism. We argue below that institutional arrangements in several developing countries in Asia strongly favor the credit view of the transmission mechanism. In turn, this suggests that integration of a traded security market such as bank deposits or treasury bills may not imply that foreign monetary policy is transmitted to other financial markets that influence goods markets in these countries. Capital controls might fail to isolate domestic bank deposit markets but shocks to this "traded asset" market may not be transmitted to other domestic financial and goods markets.
We exploit an analytic framework developed in Bernanke and Blinder (1988) to evaluate the "credit view" of the monetary transmission mechanism in industrial countries. This literature stresses asymmetric information about borrowers, and, in some models, about financial institutions, as a source of credit market imperfections.
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Such imperfections, in turn, imply that the supply of bank credit might be crucial for aggregate spending decisions. If bank credit, in turn, is constrained by the supply of banks' reserves, manipulation of the supply of reserves by the central bank through open market operations, discount borrowing, or changes in reserve requirements can influence spending decisions through the "credit channel".
II.B. Money and credit in industrial countries
The empirical relevance of the credit view of the transmission has proven quite limited in the context of the industrial countries (see Romer and Romer (1990) ). There are at least two reasons for this result. In the United States, for example, firms can bypass the banks by issuing commercial paper, bonds and other direct liabilities that are independent of the supply of bank credit. Even in countries where firms access to alternative sources of credit is limited, the institutional setting in well-developed markets is such that the supply of bank credit is unlikely to be constrained by the supply of bank reserves. Bank credit might be quite special to many borrowers so that changes in the availability of bank credit generated, for example, by changes in regulatory policies or the capital base of commercial banks might affect spending, but the usual monetary policy tools do not directly constrain bank lending.
Empirical tests reported below, for example, suggest that bank credit is an important determinant of spending decisions in Japan. But this does not mean that monetary policy is transmitted to the economy by changes in bank credit. The reason is that banks in industrial countries have developed nondeposit sources of funds that are very close substitutes for the liabilities of governments and nonfinancial firms. Moreover, as documented by a recent study of reserve requirements in industrial countries by the Bank of Japan (1995), authorities in industrial countries have reduced reserves against nonmonetary liabilities of banks in recent years, in most cases in an effort to maintain banks' competitive positions in credit markets. It follows that the supply of bank credit is not constrained by the supply of bank reserves. Hence, it is very unlikely that our analysis of the effects of reserve requirements are important for Japan.
The institutional setting in industrial countries favors the "money is special" view. Monetary liabilities of banks are likely to be constrained by the supply of bank reserves since reserve requirements on monetary liabilities are typically much higher as compared to banks' nonmonetary liabilities such as CDs and other nondeposit liabilities. Moreover, at least in the United States, reserves are applied to the monetary liabilities of nonbank financial intermediaries. The Federal Reserve for example imposes reserve requirements on monetary liabilities regardless of the issuing institution. It follows that the supply of central bank reserves is closely related to the supply of monetary liabilities. The supply of money, in turn, affects spending decisions either through interest rates or more directly through wealth effects.
II.C. Money verses credit in emerging markets
The institutional arrangements that would make the credit view more likely to be important are found in many emerging markets. Financial markets in such economies are typically dominated by commercial banks. Moreover, financial repression in these banking markets is an important source of government revenue in many cases. As shown in Drazen (1989) the key to this revenue is the imposition of reserve requirements on all bank liabilities. This would normally encourage the growth of nonbank financial intermediation so a natural extension of this policy is to discourage development of domestic nonbank financial intermediaries and capital controls that discourage nonbank borrowing in foreign markets.
Firms may also find it difficult to borrow from offshore institutions because it is difficult for the firm to offer lenders credible information about their financial condition. Asymmetric information is a well known problem that limits lenders' ability to distinguish between good and bad credit risks. In most cases disclosure of financial information is not mandated by law as a condition for access to equity or bond markets, traded equity is limited to a few of the largest firms and accounting standards are less commonly applied. This presumably makes the information generated by a relationship with a domestic bank, that at least has information about the firms and the firms' owners transaction, valuable and difficult to replicate.
In contrast to banks in industrial countries, nonmonetary liabilities of banks often carry reserve requirements that are about the same as those on monetary deposits. Moreover, in some cases even higher differential reserve requirements have been imposed on increases in nonresident and resident deposits. These differential reserve requirements are often a part of capital control programs designed to discourage capital inflows. As discussed below these institutional arrangements fit the requirements of the credit view quite closely.
A key assumption that may not fit emerging markets in Latin America is the ability of residents and nonresidents to avoid the repressed financial market. The scale of capital flight from Latin American countries is strong evidence that attempts to isolate and tax domestic financial markets have been circumvented by the private sector. Moreover, as documented by Rojas-Suárez and Weisbrod (1995) domestic nonbank intermediation has grown rapidly in Latin American countries that have maintained high reserve requirements so that marginal deposit reserve ratios are quite low. Statistics on capital flight suggest that foreign intermediation is less of a problem in most Asian countries. While the growth of nonbank intermediation is much more difficult to measure in countries where it is discouraged by the government, it seems likely that this is also less of a problem in Asian developing countries. Spiegel (1995) develops a model similar to that used in this paper and argues that reserve requirements have generated domestic nonbank intermediation in Korea and other Asian developing countries. While we agree that the incentives are important and will eventually undermine financial repression, our reading of the data is that this process is just beginning in several important emerging markets. In Korea, for example, nonbank intermediaries have grown but are subject to the same reserve requirements as the banks.
III. A Model of a Partially Open Financial System

III.A. The financial sector
The basic model is an adaptation of Bernanke and Blinder (1988) and Romer and Romer (1990) . We first consider a monetary sector in isolation in that the real and nominal income is predetermined. The financial system is the simplest possible with a banking system. The exchange rate is fixed. Banks hold three assets, reserves (R), loans (L) and domestic government securities (B). Banks issue two liabilities, domestic demand deposits (M), henceforth "money", that carry a legal reserve requirement of (t) and nonmonetary deposits (D), henceforth "deposits", that carry a legal reserve requirement of (t'). Firms can only borrow in the form of bank loans. They cannot issue bonds to other residents or to nonresidents. The absence of a nonbank bond market reflects asymmetric information and regulatory constraints. The central bank issues reserves for the banks (R), its assets are domestic government securities (B) and foreign reserve assets (R*). The relevant balance sheet constraints are
We assume the supply of loans is positively related to the loan interest rate, , and inversely related to the deposit rate, r. In order to sharpen the distinction between the model and the standard model we assume that foreign bonds, domestic government bonds and deposits are perfect substitutes for both residents and nonresidents. Given the credibly fixed exchange rate this means that the domestic deposit rate is always equal to the foreign interest rate. Residents' demand for money is
The policy shock we are interested in is a change in the (3) foreign interest rate. Holding income constant we can solve this system for the change in reserves as a function of the change in the foreign interest rate as follows
(4)
Where subscripts are partial derivatives. Equation (4) implies that the change in the demand for bank reserves following a change in the world interest rate depends on the structure of reserve requirements, the response of the bank loan rate, the elasticity of the loan demand to the loan rate and the bond rate, and the interest elasticity of money demand. We follow Romer and Romer (1990) in assuming that L r* is small or close to zero. Since firms cannot obtain other loan rates that might change with r, they only care about . We believe that this is a "reasonable" restriction.
These relationship are summarized in Figure 1 . The CC curve is the locus of all points for which the goods market is in equilibrium, given a certain amount of reserves. The LM curve represents money market equilibrium. The BP schedule is the locus of points for which the capital account exactly offsets the current account so that the current account is in balance.
The horizontal BP schedule reflects the assumption that any current account imbalance can be financed of the world rate of interest. A fall in the world interest rate shifts BP down to BP 1 . Holding income at Y 0 , the LM curve must shift to LM 1 . The slope of the LM curve determines the change in money demand and supply consistent with the new world interest rate. The CC curve must also shift to CC 1 . The slope of the CC curve determines the change in the demand and supply of banks' nonmonetary liabilities, and this in turn also changes the demand and supply of reserves depending on the reserve requirement against nonmonetary liabilities. If the central bank was entirely passive, the increase in the demand for bank reserves would be generated by unsterilized intervention in the form of purchases of international reserve assets by the central bank.
Several special cases are immediately interesting. First, if time deposits do not carry reserve requirements, or more generally if banks can issue bonds that are free of reserve requirements, the model collapses to the traditional M-F model in that the change in the demand for reserves depends entirely on the interest elasticity of the demand for money and the reserve requirement on money balances. In terms of Figure 1 a decline in the foreign interest rates generates a shift in the BP curve; the supply of bank reserves must rise to match the increase in money demand implied by the slope of the LM curve times the reserve requirement. The CC curve must also shift down so that the equilibrium demand for bank loans rises but this does not alter the demand for reserves.
Next consider the interesting case in which the government attempts to "sterilize" the domestic market for bank reserves by imposing a 100 percent marginal reserve requirement against foreign deposits. In this case the change in reserves is infinity large as (1-t') 0. This must be true because any change in money or loan demand is not matched by a change in excess reserves. This clarifies the assumption that bonds are perfect substitutes in the model. Sterilized intervention cannot alter the equilibrium interest rate on the traded asset.
Finally, the case of greatest interest is that in which reserves on deposits are less than one hundred percent but equal to or greater than reserves on monetary liabilities. Referring again to Figure 1 , the shift in the LM curve does not increase the demand for reserves since the shift from interest bearing deposits to monetary deposits decreases the demand for reserves. The increased demand for reserves comes from the shift in the CC curve, that is the bank loan market.
As can be seen from (4) the slope of the CC curve depends upon the reserve requirement t', the elasticity of the loan rate to the deposit rate and the elasticity of loan demand to the loan rate. For simplicity we assume that loan demand is not sensitive to the bond rate because borrowers cannot issue bonds.
The difficult question is how the spread between the deposit rate and the loan rate should be modeled. Romer and Romer (1990) , for example, assume that the spread decreases as r declines. This makes sense because the implicit tax imposed by a noninterest bearing reserve is increasing in r, that is, the tax per dollar of loan is r/ (1-t') . Thus, higher nominal interest rates imply a larger absolute spread and falling interest rates would be associated with a fall in the spread. It follows that the higher the reserve requirement the greater is the change in the loan rate in response to a change in the world interest rate. This means that high reserve requirements do not help insulate the domestic economy from the transmission of shocks from international capital markets.
This conclusion might be tempered by changes in other determinants of the loan deposit spread. For example, it could be argued that the spread increases when r* falls because marginal increases in loan volume increase risk or monitoring costs. It is plausible in repressed financial markets that banks have a set of existing relationships with firms that provide the individual bank valuable inside information concerning firms' profitability. Expanding loans to existing customers increases the concentration of risks to the bank's capital inherent to its existing customer base. In developing countries, diversification is often quite limited in that existing bank borrowers are often concentrated in a few state-owned firms and one or two export industries.
This argument for insulation assumes that the risk of default actually falls on bank capital and this, in turn, assumes that bank capital is positive. In countries where financial reform begins with negative net worth banks this is not a good assumption. In such cases we would expect to see a relatively large response in the supply of bank credit to a fall in international interest rates.
The bank can also expand its lending base by seeking new customers but in this case the marginal loan rate must cover the fixed costs of identifying firms that are similar in terms of risk and return to the set of existing borrowers. In either case a rise in the volume of bank credit is associated with an increase in the loan deposit spread.
Another possibility is that loan rates are effectively controlled by the government. In this case the bank is constrained from offering lower loan rates as deposit rates fall, and so the supply of bank credit is not at all affected by changes in deposit rates. Such administered interest rates are much more likely to be effective in emerging markets where firms cannot go around the banks into the bond market. Moreover if there are only a few large banks they might be quite content to exploit the monopoly profits generated by the government's price fixing arrangement.
In summary, the tax effect associated with high reserve requirements would tend to magnify the transmission of a change in the foreign interest rate to the domestic bank loan rate. Other plausible stories about how lending rates respond to changes in deposit rates suggest that lending rates and ultimately bank credit might respond very little to changes in the cost of funds to the banks.
III.B. The goods market
We now consider the response of the system to a change in foreign interest rates when income is free to adjust. It is clear that the elasticity of the CC curve with respect to the world interest rate holding the loan rate constant is likely to be very low in a repressed system. Given our assumption that domestic deposits and domestic bonds are perfect substitutes for foreign bonds, "the" interest rate that appears in Figure 1 can be thought of as the domestic deposit rate. Changes in this rate, other things equal, might affect savings decisions but because of the offsetting income and substitution effects the sign of the effect is ambiguous.
If changes in the deposit rate are associated with changes in the loan rate, the CC curve will shift in response to a fall in the international interest rate. We argued above that the loan rate might react slowly, partially, and perhaps not at all to changes in the deposit rate. Thus, the shift in the CC curve depends on the loan supply behavior of banks and the demand for loans by firms.
Consider again the conventional M-F framework. In this model the response of the real economy is captured by the slope of the IS curve. As the world interest rate falls domestic investment rises and the demand for money rises because of the increase in nominal GDP. Clearly capital mobility means that the government must increase the monetary base by a fraction of the increase in the demand for money. Now consider the complete model with the credit market included. Again the fall in the world interest rate shifts the BP curve down. But the CC curve shifts to the right depending on the response of the loan rate. If there is an effect on the real economy it must come largely through a shift in the CC curve. If this shift is small for the reasons discussed above, the transmission of the foreign shock to the real sector is also small.
The change in international reserves in response to a change in the foreign interest rate is now
(5)
Capital controls in the form of reserve requirements on nonresident deposits have two interesting effects. First, they imply that a larger private capital inflow and a larger change in reserves is associated with a given disturbance in the foreign interest rate. Second, they tend to increase, other things equal, the change in the bank lending rate and therefore the real effect of the foreign interest rate change.
Why do countries employ reserve requirements that appear to be counterproductive in that they magnify changes in international reserves? So far we have focused on the effects of a given reserve regime as world interest rates change. But what is the effect of a change in the differential reserve? Suppose for example that a fall in the world interest rate and the resulting capital inflow induces the government to raise the reserve requirement. The impact effect on the demand for loans is (6) which is negative. Assuming that t remains equal to t' the impact effect on reserves is
(7)
The immediate effect is to reduce the capital inflow and the gain in reserves. But other things equal the cost of bank loans clearly rises. In effect the domestic borrower must pay the tax on the marginal foreign money. This has the effect of discouraging the transmission of the real effects of the interest rate change. So evidently a constant high reserve requirement has perverse effects. But an endogenous reserve requirement policy that increases reserve ratios as world rates fall succeeds in insulating the domestic loan market from the external shock. The "sterilization" policy succeeds not because it discourages international capital mobility but because it discourages domestic financial intermediation.
There is an interesting trade-off here. A higher t' means that a smaller shift in the CC curve follows a change in the foreign interest rate. The analysis makes it very clear that a high marginal reserve requirement against foreign deposits generates a meaningless (as long as the fixed exchange rate regime lasts) private capital inflow which is offset by a change in international reserves of the government. The high reserve requirement also explains the often mentioned stylized fact that real loan rates in the capital inflow countries are high. There have been a number of competing stories for this but this model suggests that financial repression can help explain these high real rates.
There are also the seeds of a banking system crisis in this model although a full exploration is beyond the objectives of this paper. The intuition is that the increasing tax of the capital controls falls on domestic loan rates. In turn, if the banks and the regulators are not careful only high risk borrowers will accept these terms. The key here is that we have set the stage so that capital controls work not through distorting traded asset returns as is typical in the standard model, but instead through distorting the cost of domestic financial intermediation. This distortion might limit the impact on domestic spending decisions as we have discussed here. But if the incentive for banks is to survive with negative net worth the same policies could fuel a speculative boom that more often than not will end in a bust.
IV. Empirical Relevance of the Model
The conventional model suggests that capital controls are effective if they drive a wedge between "the" international interest rate and "the" domestic interest rate. Dooley and Isard (1980) document the use of reserve requirements and other controls over capital inflows by Germany from 1970-1974 and shows that controls generated substantial covered interest rate differentials between onshore and offshore bank deposits over this period. The ability of control programs to generate differences in yields on short term investments such as bank deposits or government securities remains the standard test for the effectiveness of controls in insulating economies from the effects of foreign interest rates.
Similar tests for the emerging markets of interest in this paper suggest that their domestic credits markets are highly integrated with international capital markets. The evidence for this traditional measure of capital mobility or capital market integration is presented in Chinn and Dooley (1995) . Tables 1  and 2 reproduce these results. Countries included in the sample for Table 1 are those for which data on forward exchange rates are available. Since the existence of forward exchange markets is a good indicator of the development of financial markets it is not surprising that covered interest parity holds in most cases quite closely. A recent exception is Malaysia where extensive controls over capital inflows allowed domestic interest rates to remain well above covered returns on similar dollar assets for a few months.
For countries without well developed forward exchange markets the presumption that even short term asset yields are equalized is less obvious. Haque and Montiel (1990) develop an empirical test for developing countries for which market clearing domestic interest rate data is not available. This research utilizes an instrumental variable approach to control for the endogeneity of the observed monetary base. The authors conclude that the degree of capital mobility among developing countries is quite high and argue that this indicates that the pervasive controls over capital flows in place in most of the countries studied provide little scope for an independent monetary policy. Dooley and Mathieson (1994) extend this model in order to test for changes in the degree of capital mobility over time. They also find that capital is quite mobile for countries that have extensive control programs and that, in most cases, this degree of mobility has increased over time. In general, this line of research suggests that control programs in developing countries have been of limited effectiveness.
Other authors using similar techniques have reported mixed results. Reisen and Yeches (1991) utilize curb market rates as a measure of effective domestic interest rates and find that capital mobility remained roughly constant for a group of Asian countries while Faruqee (1991) finds that integration between developing countries in Asia and Japan seems to have increased in recent years.
Each of the papers just discussed above attempts to measure a counterfactual monetary base that the authorities are assumed to set for an extended time period. However, the observed change in the domestic part of the monetary base is some combination of the exogenous policy change and the response during the time period studied to offsetting private capital flows. Since the response to a policy induced change in the monetary base can be literally instantaneous, it is difficult to identify the policy induced part of observed changes short of developing a complete model of government behavior. It appears to be the case that different techniques for dealing with the endogenous nature of the regressors have important consequences for the results of these studies.
Our interpretation of the evidence is that domestic markets for short term financial assets in emerging markets are highly integrated with similar international markets. Thus, it seems sensible to retain this assumption in attempting to understand the effects of changes in international interest rates and other external financial shocks.
The next important empirical issue is the degree of integration of domestic loan markets in emerging economies with international loan markets. This empirical issue is obscured by the fact that data on bank lending rates is difficult to interpret. Banks may have several lending rates to different types of customers and different banks have different lending rates at a point in time. Thus, data on bank lending rates is typically an average of a periodic survey of new or all outstanding loans. Moreover, because the bank relationship is complicated and valuable to both sides, neither banks nor their customers are anxious to reveal the actual terms of their lending agreements. Certainly in cases where government regulations specify a loan rate structure it would be very surprising to see anything but the legal requirements reported to the central bank.
Nevertheless data reported in Chinn and Dooley (1995) and reproduced in Figure 2 show that there are clear differences in the behavior of loan rates and of loan open market rate spreads. This data suggests to us that the transmission of changes in money market rates to bank lending rates is much more obvious in the industrial countries as compared to the emerging markets. It would appear that there is at a minimum some scope for government policies designed to affect the loan deposit spread.
In order for the model proposed above to be relevant two additional factors must be at work. The first is that the country must impose reserve requirements on a wide range of bank liabilities. Second, bank credit must have a measurable and independent effect on spending decisions.
None of the industrial countries is likely to meet these requirements. As documented in Bank of Japan (1995) the industrial countries have turned away from reserves on nontransactions accounts at banks in most cases because they injure the competitive positions of banks relative to other financial intermediaries.
As shown in Table 3 this trend toward lower reserve requirements is not evident for the emerging economies. The table shows data for the ratio of bank reserves to total deposit liabilities. Four countries --Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines --seem good candidates for our model in that average reserve requirements are quite high relative to the industrial countries. Moreover, as described in Folkerts-Landau et al. (1995) Malaysia and Korea actively used reserve policies to offset capital inflows after 1989.
The final necessary linkage is between bank credit and aggregate spending.
6 Table 4 presents findings on the relationship between quarterly changes in imports and lagged changes in bank credit, the real exchange rate and income. For developing countries we are particularly interested in imports as a category of spending because high quality quarterly data is available for a wide range of countries. Moreover imports are often found to be quite sensitive to investment and consumer durable expenditures that are most likely to be constrained by conditions in financial markets. The sample periods usually span the 1980s and early 1990s, and the selected samples are primarily dictated by data availability.
The regression estimates for Japan and Philippines strongly support the view that bank credit is an important determinant of spending decisions and the money is not. The Korean data suggest that bank credit is important although the estimate is not significant at conventional levels. Results for Indonesia suggest that money is more important than bank credit although bank credit does have a positive independent effect. Consistent with our expectations the highly developed and liberalized domestic financial markets seem to show little independent effect of changes in bank credit. In our sample these cases include Australia, Canada, New Zealand and Singapore. Data for two important countries in our sample, Taiwan and Malaysia, are clearly discouraging in that credit does not have the expected impact on spending decisions. For these countries we were forced to use total domestic credit rather than bank credit as the right hand side variable and this may account for the results.
As a final point, it is interesting to observe that the the countries that exhibit sensitivity to bank credit --Indonesia, Korea, and the Philippines --have also managed their reserve ratios quite actively so that the reserve to loan ratio is highly variable.
V. Conclusions
The evidence presented above is far from conclusive. More careful modeling of the financial systems of these countries with the credit view of the transmission mechanism is needed in order to understand the relationship between internal and external 6 Much of the evidence for an independent credit channel is derived from micro datasets. See the discussion in Gilchrist and Zakrajsek (1995) for the US experience and Schiantarelli (1995) for international evidence. Unfortunately, such micro based data is not available to us, and so we rely upon the time series evidence.
shocks to the bank loan market. But there does seem to be a good case for taking a careful look at the transmission of foreign shocks through the domestic banking system in evaluating these countries' relationship with one another and the rest of the world.
The traditional Mundell-Fleming model of a small open economy remains the dominant tool for understanding macroeconomic consequences of capital mobility and capital flows for emerging markets. There is a good chance, however that the microeconomics of financial intermediation in repressed financial systems might also yield important insights concerning the effects of international economic integration.
In this paper we modify a well known closed economy model in order to study the effects of market imperfections that make bank credit "special" and that might be very important for emerging markets. The model helps clarify the effects of reserve requirements as a policy tool that has been used historically by industrial countries and recently by developing countries to discourage capital flows. Results that mimic some of the important economic regularities for emerging markets emerge from the model. First, the model is consistent with the evidence that covered interest parity holds on short-term, traded assets. Thus, in the traditional sense this is a model of "perfect capital mobility".
Second, reserve requirements seem to be perverse in that a high level for reserves on nonresident deposits increases the sensitivity of private capital flows, domestic investment and consumption to a foreign monetary policy disturbance. A high level of the reserve requirement also magnifies the change in international reserves generated by a foreign monetary shock and the quasi fiscal deficit associated with sterilized intervention. Third, although a high level of reserve requirements on bank deposits seems to be counterproductive the model also implies that changes in the level of reserve requirements can fully insulate the domestic economy from the foreign monetary policy shock.
The intuitive basis for these results is that monetary policy affects spending decisions through changes in the supply of bank credit. The assumption that bank deposits are perfect substitutes across countries (when exchange risk is covered or the exchange rate is credibly fixed) means that the differential reserve requirement on deposits held by nonresidents is a tax that falls on bank lending rather than the resident or nonresident holders of bank deposits.
The underdeveloped nature of the domestic financial system and asymmetric information implies that resident borrowers cannot avoid this tax by issuing marketable bonds or dealing with foreign or nonbank domestic financial intermediaries. For a given level of reserve requirements, a change in the foreign interest rate generates a more than equivalent change in the bank lending rate. Thus, the credit transmission mechanism is magnified by the capital control. But changes in the reserve requirement change the effective tax rate and can, in principle, be manipulated to neutralize a foreign shock.
Preliminary empirical work suggests that the model may well be useful in evaluating policy options in many developing countries that have maintained repressed domestic financial systems. Estimate is from a regression with a dummy for Gensaki series, so that the differential is interpretable as that pertaining to a CD rate. Source: Chinn and Frankel (1994) . Chinn and Frankel (1994) . 
Exchange Rates
All exchange rates used to calculate covered interest differentials (except those indicated below) are London 3PM, arithmetic average of bid and offer rates as reported by Barclay's until end of March 1990, at which time the series is no longer recorded by DRIFACS. Thereafter, the London close rate is used, as reported by Reuter's Information Services. A consistent series is not used (i.e., the London close all the way) because these series only begin in 1986. The Taiwanese rate is provided by Ramon Moreno at FRBSF until 1991.12, and from DRIFACS thereafter.
Exchange rates used to convert import and export values in US$ to local currency are period average (series rf) from International Financial Statistics (March 1995 CD-ROM). (Thai rate is official).
GDP
GDP: Australian, Canadian, Japanese, Korean and Singapore data are real (1990 units) data from IFS line 99b (March 1995 CD-ROM) . Taiwanese GDP data are in 1986 units, from DirectorateGeneral Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Executive Yuan, Republic of China, Quarterly National Economics Trends, various issues.
Malaysian quarterly real GDP estimated by running a regression of annual log-GDP on quarterly log-industrial production (IFS line 66..c); quarterly nominal GDP estimated similarly, using a regression on industrial production and CPI (IFS line 64). Indonesian and Thai quarterly nominal GDP calculated as a centered moving average of annual nominal GDP. Real GDP obtained by deflating using the CPI.
Money and Credit
Money: Narrow money, IFS line 34.
Bank Credit: For most countries, IFS line 22d, except for Malaysia, IFS line 32d. Taiwanese line 22d and 32d are indistinguishable. All series deflated using GDP deflator, except for Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand, which use CPI.
Imports
Canadian, Japanese, Australian, Indonesian, New Zealand, Korean, Philippine and Thailand imports are IFS line 77abd (in US$), at quarterly rate. Converted to 1990 domestic currency units using GDP deflator and annualized, except for Indonesia and Thailand, which are deflated using the CPI. 
